
 

 
Dream Catcher 

 
Designed and made by Béatrice Airaud Création 
Measurements: 3 ½" x 6" (9 x 15 cm) 
 
Materials: 
  

-                     Malleable metal wire: 12” (30 cm) 
-                     Glue spray 
-                     1 thin branch: 4” (10 cm) 
-                     1 strip of Liberty fabrics: 2 ⅜” x 8” (6 x 20 cm) 
-                     Scraps of tulle and lace 
-                     Cotton embroidery thread or thin string, and the appropriate needle 
-                     Seed beads 
-                     3 small pearl buttons 

  
  
Assembly (see video for detailed information): 
  
  

-                 Form a circle with the malleable metal wire and with help of your glue 
spray. Cut off any excess amount of wire. Twist the ends into any shape 
you like. 

-                Tie the thin branch horizontally to the metal circle with the cotton 
embroidery thread or string. 

-                Trace a circle measuring 1 ⅞” (4.5 cm) on part of your Liberty fabric. Cut 
around the circle leaving a 7 mm allowance. Sew a pleating stitch at a few 
millimeters from the trace line. Then pull to form a yo-yo. Stitch the center 
so that it holds. 

-                Place the lace on the tulle and then the yo-yo on top of the lace. Sew them 
together and then add the seed beads. 

-                With the remaining Liberty fabric, cut 5 strips measuring ¼” x 4”  (0.7 x 10 
cm). Tie them to the bottom of the metal circle. Cut them to desired length. 

-                Using cotton embroidery thread, or string, create a webbing of your choice 
on the upper part of the metal circle, using the branch as part of the frame. 

-                Sew 3 pearl buttons to the upper right-hand side and then add some seed 
beads. 

-               Sew the tulle, lace and yo-yo composition on the upper left-hand side. 



-               Now just add a string of your choice to hang your dream catcher…and enjoy 
the holiday dreams! 


